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Improving Project Margins by 2-3%
PRIMACY: Analytics-Based Risk Management
Summary
The highly competitive nature of project businesses in the developed world,
combined with the subjective nature of project accounting, has commonly led
to a somewhat ‘fuzzy’ understanding of the real drivers for success amongst
project-based companies. At the same time, evidence-based analysis of many
hundreds of building and civil engineering contracts has demonstrated that
90% of contract losses are rooted in factors that were evident on contract
signature. Most project businesses can significantly improve their financial
performance through the insight that a robust analysis of where and how they
make money can provide. For example, one construction company found,
after reviewing its own history, that 11% of projects it won by number and 30%
by value, were destined to fail, losing money or breaking even at best.
PRIMACY (Project RIsk Management through Alignment with CompetencY) is
the analytics-based approach designed to identify the core focus for a project
business - based on past and current performance - that will drive its future
success. It is particularly powerful in businesses with many small to medium
sized projects and multiple area offices.
Outcomes from implementing PRIMACY:
1) 2-3% gross margin improvements are readily achievable.
2) Risk management framework for regional teams to allow entrepreneurship,
but flag key issues that require central support.
3) Bespoke approaches for the particular types of project business, engaging
local management teams so that they own the output.
4) Core competencies approach allows increased success in development of
new business areas for new markets and new services.
Why projects businesses underperform
In the complex nature of project-based business, there are many diverse
factors that combine to make each individual project a commercial success or
failure. It is ‘not like making widgets’, with a standardised product created in a
standardised environment. Each project is different: ‘manufactured’ in a
different place; with different people; different specifications; and different
suppliers. Great people make all the difference, but success lies in getting the
right people and teams of people focussed on what they can do really well.
The underlying commercial performance of project-based business is ‘in the
heads’ of many people (on many sites), rather than just being the principal
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domain of the Finance Director at the widget company. For example, quantity
surveyors assess the likely incoming and outgoing claims, engineers assess
technical risk, and project managers assess programme risk. Co-ordinating all
those views and perspectives into a unified view of financial performance can
be challenging enough, let alone understanding the true underlying causes of
good or poor performance.
So it is all too easy to lose sight of the real drivers of performance amongst all
the detail of an individual project, and this is even harder when considering a
portfolio of many projects for the business as a whole.
90% of loss-making contracts are embedded from the start
The systematic review of many hundreds of construction contracts in regional
construction businesses has demonstrated that 90% or more of civil
engineering and building contract losses are rooted in factors that were
evident before the contract was even signed. Even in businesses without any
loss-making contracts, material gross margin improvements can be achieved.
With loss-making and under-performing contracts being anything but the
exception in most project-based businesses, this means that greater wisdom
as to which contracts to go for - and which ones to avoid - is the key to
enhanced project performance. But how do you develop this greater wisdom?
For this reason, the level of optimism or pessimism regarding the nature of
contracts that the business should pursue is often a matter of great debate
within management teams, with divided views and a lack of relevant
information in effect preventing management from managing the critical issue
of contract portfolio choice as effectively as they could. For example, rather
than making the best choices, management teams can continue pursuit of
project-types which have been successful in the past, but are now much more
difficult. (Yes, you can succeed in them, but you have to get everything right).
Identifying what really drives project profitability
We have described how the key to performance improvement is to proactively
understand and act on the factors that have a significant impact on the project
performance of the particular business concerned, through avoiding the types
of contracts that the organisation does not have the skills for, and focussing
on the contracts where it does have the skills. This can be achieved through
the PRIMACY approach, which assesses the aggregated effects of many
multiple factors on many contracts.
As an example, a large regional builder implemented a contract selectivity
approach to substantially improve its margins through avoiding high-rise
housing, swimming pools, and PFI. Unless they had the proven skills, most
regional offices also had to avoid precast concrete frames, underground
basements, and specialised roof coverings.
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Similarly, a large regional civil engineering contractor learned to avoid marine
works, international contracts, tunnels, and very adversely amended contract
conditions. Most of their regional offices were barred from performing lump
sum design and build contracts for clients that they did not know well.
A number of more generic factors were shown to make a material adverse or
positive impact on the outturn margin of contracts, including:
• The prior client and consultant relationship;
• Framework contracts over lump sum contracts;
• Estimating the complexities of restricted sites, and multiple interfaces;
• Onerous contract forms;
• Untested partnering relationships.
Systematic analysis through the PRIMACY approach
Understanding the genuine competencies of the contracting organization
concerned and the individuals within it is the key to success, through
undertaking a systematic evidence-based analysis involving the management
teams to provide a shared view of the core successful future focus for the
business. The six steps of the PRIMACY approach are outlined below:

The$PRIMACY$Approach$

Step$5:$
Step$6:$
Step$1:$
Step$2:$
Step$3:$
Step$4:$$
Test'
Revise'
Conﬁrm'the' ‘Deep'Slice’' Populate'
Analysis'to'
conclusions'
analysis,'
project'
workshops'
projects'
iden?fy'key'
with'local'
conclude'bid'
ﬁnancial'
on'proﬁt/' with'proﬁt/
drivers/'
management' strategy/core'
data'set'
loss'drivers' loss'drivers'
impacts'
teams'
competency'

1. Confirm the financial data set
Project accounting is renowned for the pitfalls emanating from of the
subjective nature of forecasting project outturns. It is critical to carefully
review the data set in order to ensure that significant uncertainty is
excluded or managed appropriately.
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2. Determine all the potential material profit/loss drivers
Typically a number of workshops will be held with a ‘deep slice’ of the
people involved in project delivery. It is important to include all levels
(not just the leadership) to ensure that every possible material angle
has been identified that may drive varying project profitability. It is not
uncommon to have 30 different profit/loss drivers.
These profit/loss drivers will normally be found to encompass the
following broad categories:
• Market sector
• Physical project construction/ technical
• Relationship level (customer, professionals, partners, suppliers)
• Contractual arrangements
• Size of project
• Location of project
Each profit/loss driver is split into clear, agreed sub-categories that
describe its material characteristics.
3. Populate the projects for each profit/loss driver
The process has been used to map between 50 and 1000 projects
against 20-30 profit/loss drivers. It is normally necessary to sit with the
personnel who have sufficiently detailed knowledge of each project in
order to enable the categorisation to be done.
4. Analyse the data in depth to identify which drivers are key
The analysis and interpretation of the results is discussed in more
detail below. Great care is needed in identifying the factors that have
most significance, whilst identifying the impact of material one-off
results that could distort the overall conclusions.
The output of the analysis process is the performance of the business
and relevant business units against a set of primary and secondary
profit/loss drivers, categorised against margin expectations into those
that are more/ less desirable. Taken at face value, preliminary
conclusions can be drawn as to the options/implications to create the
desired shape of business.
5. Test the conclusions with local/ involved management
The acid test of a potential strategy is the input of management onto
those conclusions. The strength of the approach is that the data sets
that have created the preliminary conclusions are all driven by data that
the local/ relevant management teams have contributed to. With
PRIMACY, it is easy to drill down to challenge the results in detail (for
example to re-categorise particular profit/loss drivers) in order to create
more representative results or to test their veracity.
6. Conclude the project strategy and core competency assessment
The management team of the business is now in the position to
consider a number of strategic alternatives for it’s future portfolio.
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These alternatives are designed around the core competencies of the
business, and are manifested in its future shape, size and strategy.
Interpreting the Results of the PRIMACY Analysis
The PRIMACY analysis uses the analysis of many profit/loss drivers to
identify the ones that really matter. Care needs to be taken that one-off
material results are not distorting the conclusions and that the data sets
behind each conclusion are sufficient for the conclusions being drawn.
It is important to identify the biggest profit/loss drivers first - together with any
distorting elements - before considering secondary drivers. The diagram
below illustrates how project
Multiple Causality for Profit/ Loss Drivers
results
have
multiple
causality. The removal of
4% margin
P/L driver 2
one driver – for example P/L
P/L driver 1
driver 1, will have the
consequent
effect
of
removing the results from
projects A to E. This in turn
P/L driver 3
2% margin
will affect the analysis for
each of the P/L drivers 2
5% margin
and 3, each of which will be
likely to see improved
Each of the Projects A to L have multiple profit/ loss drivers
margins.
The key outputs for each of the P/L drivers are the turnovers, P/L, margin %,
and number of projects in each. These results are categorised into high,
medium, and poor margins to identify the good and bad ‘hot-spots’. Each hot
spot is in addition tested for veracity by reviewing the composition of the
results to ensure that they are sufficiently representative.
In this way, a number of preliminary conclusions start coming to the fore.
These are the core project characteristics (P/L drivers) that appear to:
•
•
•

Drive higher levels of profitability
Drive lower levels of profitability
Have little affect on profitability

The implications – size, shape, strategy for the business
Normally the first question arising from the analysis is: “What policies would
we have had to have in place in order to avoid loss-making projects
historically?” The analysis allows a different ‘shape’ of business to be
postulated and evaluated on the basis of the strict application of certain ‘rules’
derived from the profit/ loss drivers. The usual conclusion is that the business
would have been a smaller in size, but more profitable, even without adjusting
for a re-sized overhead, or factoring in the acquisition of other more profitable
contracts (without the distraction caused by the loss-making contracts).
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The next questions are typically around the management’s ambition for the
business margin percentage and the consequent implications for the shape,
size and strategy of the business. The margin-improvement policies that come
to the fore will normally enable current types of work to be made more
profitable in future, but the management’s margin requirement may even have
them prefer to downsize temporarily in order to create a stronger, more stable,
and more profitable business.
Understanding
the
core competencies of
the business are a
The'
Core'competencies'
PRIMACY'
very important part of
Analysis'
managing the current
types of workload,
but they also have a
What'
we'do'
crucial
role
in
well'
determining the kinds
of new business
development ideas
Ideas%for%new%
Be%
Deeper%risk%
business%growth%
Avoid%in%
that
will
be
entrepre8
review%
future!%
successful in the
neurial!%
required.%
future.
The
core
philosophy is that if
we understand our own skills better, it will enable us to understand what is
most likely to succeed in wholly new markets.
Implications of the PRIMACY Analysis

Delivering the plan
There is little point in knowing what you should be doing unless you do
something about it. In large projects businesses it is important to put in place
the frameworks that allow local and central management teams to play their
part in risk management whilst encouraging active entrepreneurship to
flourish.
A typical response after some bad contracts is for project companies to
tighten up on central controls. This can bring better awareness at senior levels
of the business, but at the same time introduces more bureaucracy, less
responsiveness to customer needs, and potentially a culture of ‘getting
through the process’ rather than genuinely managing risk.
Best practice construction risk management allows empowerment of business
units through a clear management framework that identifies the specific areas
that require deeper risk review. This framework is built on the PRIMACY
analytical framework of the core competency of the business – so that the
business can self select the majority of its work – together with a series of ‘red
flags’ where it cannot go on its own, and an audit process that identifies noncompliances to preclude cheating.
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